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The colored Tverberg theorem says the following:
Theorem 1. For any integers r, d>1 there exists an integer T=T(d, r),
such that given sets A1 , ..., Ad+1 /Rd in general position, consisting of T
points each, one can find disjoint (d+1)-point sets S1 , ..., Sr such that each
Si contains exactly one point of each Aj , j=1, 2, ..., d+1, and the simplices
spanned by S1 , ..., Sr all have a point in common.
This was conjectured by Ba ra ny, Fu redi, and Lova sz [2] in the context
of a combinatorial geometry problem (of so-called k-sets, see also [1]),
and it was proved by Z2 ivaljevic and Vrec ica [8] by a topological method.
Their proof establishes a suitable connectivity property of a so-called
chessboard complex (also called a complex of injective functions). Bjo rner
et al. [4] establish this connectivity by other, simpler means, and they
prove a number of other properties of the chessboard complexes.
Here we present yet another proof using a technique developed by
Sarkaria [6, 7]. This technique allows us to avoid dealing with the con-
nectivity of the chessboard complexes explicitly. All the required more
advanced topology is summarized in a single fixed-point type theorem
(Theorem 3 below), and the rest of the proof is quite elementary. The proof
may still look a bit complicated on the first sight; on the other hand,
exactly the same proof scheme applies for proving, e.g., the van Kampen
Flores theorem from topology and its generalizations [6] or the celebrated
Kneser conjecture and its generalizations [7], and the difference between
these proofs is in purely combinatorial considerations, which are in fact
quite simple in all the cases mentioned here.
Following the other known proofs, we establish a topological version of
Theorem 1:
Theorem 2. Let d be a positive integer and p a prime. Let A1 , ..., Ad+1
be disjoint sets of cardinality 2p&1 each. Let K be the (abstract) simplicial
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complex with vertex set A=A1 _ } } } _ Ad+1 , whose simplices are all sub-
sets of A intersecting each Ai in at most 1 point. For any continuous mapping
f: &K&  Rd there exists p vertex-disjoint simplices of K whose f-images have
a common intersection.
This implies Theorem 1 with T(d, r)2p(r)&1, where p(r) is the
smallest prime r (this is the same estimate as in the previous proofs).
Indeed, placing the sets Ai in Rd as in Theorem 1 defines a mapping
f: A  Rd. It can be extended linearly on each simplex so that its domain
becomes &K&; then the vertex sets of the p simplices whose images have a
common intersection are the Si required in Theorem 1.
Preliminaries.
Since the main purpose of this note is to make the proof of the colored
Tverberg theorem more accessible to nonspecialists, we first give a glossary
of the necessary topological definitions and results. We only assume some
familiarity with basic topological notions (such as simplicial complex).
Connectivity. Let X, Y be topological spaces, k0 stands for an
integer. All mappings between topological spaces are implicitly assumed to
be continuous. X is k-connected if for any j=0, 1, ..., k any mapping f of the
j-dimensional sphere Sj into X can be extended to a mapping of the ( j+1)-
dimensional ball into X.
Zp-spaces. A Zp -space is a pair (X, &), where &: X  X is a homeo-
morphism of X onto itself such that for each x # X the points x, &(x),
&2(x), ..., &p&1(x) are pairwise distinct while &p(x)=x (& is called a free Zp
action on X). For Zp-spaces (X, &), (Y, |), a Zp -mapping f: (X, &)  (Y, |)
is a mapping of X into Y which commutes with the free Zp-actions, i.e.,
f b &=| b f.
With these notions, we can formulate a theorem due to Dold [5], which
conveniently generalizes other results of this type:
Theorem 3. There is no Zp-map of a k-connected Zp -space into a
Zp-space of dimension k.
(Here we need not assume that p is a prime; it can be any integer 2.)
Let us remark that the well-known BorsukUlam theorem is a special case
of this result, more precisely the version of the BorsukUlam theorem
saying that there exists no antipodal map of Sk+1 into Sk (here p=2, the
Z2 actions on the spheres are x [ &x and S k+1 is k-connected).1
147THE COLORED TVERBERG THEOREM
1 The BorsukUlam theorem has elementary combinatorial proofs, so perhaps, at least for
the cases arising in combinatorial applications, it might be possible to give an elementary
proof of the general Theorem 3.
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Joins. The join of X and Y, denoted by X V Y, can be defined as the
space arising from the cartesian product X_Y_[0, 1] by the following
identifications: for each y # Y, identify all points (x, y, 0) (x # X) to a single
point (depending on y, however), and for each x # X identify all points
(x, y, 1) ( y # Y). Points of X V Y are thus equivalence classes of ordered
triples of the form (x, y, t). A convenient notation for such a triple, which
helps to remember the identifications, is a ``formal convex combination''
tx+(1&t)y (the analogy should not be carried too far; for instance, the
``addition'' in this notation is not commutative). We also define the join of
mappings f : X  U and g: Y  V as a mapping f V g: X V Y  U V V send-
ing tx+(1&t)y to tf (x)+(1&t)g( y). It is easily verified that a join of free
Zp-actions is a free Zp-action and a join of Zp-mappings is a Zp -mapping
(with respect to the joins of the respective free Zp-actions).
Simplicial Complexes. For our purposes, a (finite) simplicial complex K
is a hereditary family of subsets of a finite set; the subsets in K are called
simplices (the dimension of a simplex is the number of its vertices minus 1).
Following [3], we do not consider the empty set a member of K. The
underlying set of K is denoted by K 0. The polyhedron of a geometric
realization of K is denoted by &K&.
Let K, L be simplicial complexes. A simplicial mapping f: K  L is a
mapping K 0  L0 such that the image of any simplex of K is contained in
a simplex of L. A simplical mapping induces a continuous (even piecewise
linear) mapping &K&  &L& between topological spaces.
Joins and Deleted Joins. Assuming that K0 & L0=<, the join K V L is
the simplicial complex
[_ _ {; _ # K _ [<], { # L _ [<], _ _ {{<]
(the formula looks complicated since we do not include < into the
considered complexes). As expected, we have &K V L&=&K& V &L&. If
K0, L0 are not disjoint we first rename the vertices of L, say. In particular,
the p-fold join of K, K*p has the underlying point set K 0_[1, 2, ..., p]
and its simplices are all nonempty sets of the form (_1 _[1]) _
(_2_[2]) _ } } } _ (_p _[ p]) for _1 , ..., _p # K _ [<]. A more intuitive
notation for such a simplex of K*p is _1 V _2 V } } } V _p (but here V is non-
commutative). A point of &K*p& can be written as a formal (noncom-
mutative) convex combination t1 x1+t2x2+ } } } +tp xp , where x1 , ..., xp #
&K& and t1 , ..., tp are nonnegative reals with  ti=1 (with the appropriate
identifications for ti=0).
The j-wise deleted p-fold join of K (2jp) is a subcomplex of K*p
denoted by K*p2( j) and consisting of all simplices _1 V _2 V } } } V _p
with _i1 & _i2 & } } } & _ij=< for any j-tuple of indices 1i1<
i2< } } } <ijp. We will only need the cases j=2 and j=p. As an easy fact
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we will use is that the p-fold 2-wise deleted join of the n-dimensional
simplex _n is (n&1)-connected. For completeness, we outline a proof, for
details see [6]. We have (_n)*p2(2)=((_0)*n+1)*p2(2)=((_0)*p2(2))*n+1=
([ p])*n+1, where [ p] denotes the discrete p-point space. One can verify
by induction that [ p]*n+1 is homotopically equivalent to a wedge of
finitely many copies of S n and thus (n&1)-connected.
For any j, the polyhedron &K*p2( j)& has a natural free Zp-action (provided
that p is a prime) given by a cyclic shift of coordinates:
t1 x1+t1 x2+ } } } +tpxp [ t2 x2+t3x3+ } } } +tpxp+t1x1 .
Deleted Products. Somewhat similar to deleted joins are deleted
products of topological spaces. Here we only use the p-fold deleted product
of Rd, which is denoted by (Rd)p2 and defined as the p th cartesian power
of Rd minus the set of p-tuples of the form (x, x, ..., x) with x # Rd. For a
prime p, there is a natural free Zp-action (a cyclic shift of coordinates) on
(Rd)p2 . It is known that (R
d)p2 can be Zp-mapped into the (d( p&1)&1)-
dimensional sphere equipped with a suitable free Zp-action. (Proof sketch.
Interpret points of (Rd)p2 as d_p matrices; given such a matrix, subtract
the average of the columns from each column, and divide all entries by the
Euclidean norm of the matrixthis yields a Zp-mapping to S d( p&1)&1. The
reader may want to visualize this in the simple case p=3, d=1.)
Subdivisions. Let K be a simplicial complex and UK a set of its sim-
plices (not necessarily a subcomplex). The symbol Sd(U) denotes a simpli-
cial complex whose points are all simplices of U and whose simplices are
all nonempty chains under inclusion (sets of simplices of U totally ordered
by inclusion). If U happens to be a simplicial complex, then &Sd(U)&=&U&
and the operation Sd is the first barycentric subdivision of U.
If we consider a partition K=U1_* U2 (where U1 , U2 are disjoint sets of
simplices, they need not be subcomplexes of K), we have a (canonical)
simplicial embedding ,: Sd(K)  Sd(U1) V Sd(U2): a vertex of Sd(K) is a
simplex _ # K, and the embedding sends it either to _ V < (if _ # U1) or to
< V _ (if _ # U2); it is easy to check that this mapping is indeed simplicial.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let 2 denote the simplex with vertex set A (K is its
subcomplex). Suppose for contradiction the existence of a mapping
f : &K&  Rd for which the claim does not hold. We first define a Zp -mapping,
fp : &K*p2(2)&  (Rd+1)p2 .
We recall that the points of &K*p2(2)& can be written as formal convex com-
binations t1x1+ } } } +tpxp , where x1 , ..., xp are points of &K& belonging to
pairwise disjoint simplices. We let the value of fp at such a point be the vec-
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tor (v1 , v2 , ..., vp), where vi # Rd+1 is the concatenation of the 1-element
vector (ti) and the d-element vector ti f (xi) (the multiplication by ti is
needed to assure continuity). This is indeed a mapping into the deleted
product, since v1=v2= } } } =vp would imply t1=t2= } } } =1p and thus
also f (x1)=f (x2)= } } } =f (xp) which is excluded by our assumption. It is
straightforward to verify that fp is continuous and commutes with the free
Zp-actions.
For every simplex _ # 2, define a coloring of _ by a subset of
[1, 2, ..., d+1] (which we think of as a face of the d-simplex _d):
/(_)=[i # [1, 2, ..., d+1];|_ & Ai |2].
This mapping / is monotone with respect to the ordering by inclusion, and
/(_) is empty iff _ # K.
Put U=2*p2(2) "K*p2(2) . To each simplex of U, which is of the form
_=_1 V } } } V _p , assign a simplex /p(_)=/(_1) V } } } V /(_p) # (_d)*p. This
simplex is nonempty (since there is at least one component _i  K).
Moreover, the intersection /(_1) & /(_2) & } } } & /(_p)=<, since p disjoint
simplices cannot each contain two points of the same Ai , as Ai has only
2p&1 points. Therefore, the simplex /p(_) in fact belongs to the p-fold
p-wise deleted join (_d)*p2( p) .
The mapping /p can be regarded as a simplicial Zp -mapping,
/p : Sd(U)  Sd((_d)*p2( p))
and we can form a Zp -mapping,
F=fp V &/p &: &K*p2(2)& V &Sd(U)&  (Rd+1)p2 V &(_
d)*p2( p)&.
We have the canonical embedding
Sd(2*p2(2))  Sd(K*p2(2)) V Sd(U),
so &2*p2(2) & can be regarded as a part of the domain of F. It is not difficult
to verify that this part is closed under the free Zp-action (this step is even
omitted in [6]), and so F can be restricted to the domain &2*p2(2) & and it
remains a Zp -map.
We now use Theorem 3. The domain of this restricted Zp-map is
(dim 2&1)-connected. The deleted product (Rd+1)p2 can be Zp-mapped to
S (d+1)( p&1)&1, and it is easy to check that the p-fold p-wise deleted join
(_d)*p2( p) has dimension (d+1)( p&1)&1. The dimension of the range of a
Zp-mapping is greater than the connectivity of the domain, so we get
dim 2&1<(d+1)( p&1)&1+(d+1)( p&1)&1+1,
150 JIR8 I MATOUS8 EK
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or (d+1)(2p&1)&2<(d+1)(2p&2)&1, which means d<0a contra-
diction. K
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